ENVIRONMENTAL ANXIETY,
SELF-ACTUALIZATION,
ACTIVISM

EACH STEP IN.
A poetry book by Kayla Carrington

PROJECT STATEMENT
The term “activist” is often associated with aggression, extreme radicalism, and
forcefulness rendering it ineffective and polarizing. Given the unstable state of
the earth’s ecosystems today, environmental activism needs to be as effective
as possible in creating change. My senior project investigated where art and
ecopsychology fit in to activism and how poetry can inspire action. . To
explore this, I immersed myself in the world of activist poetry. I read through
dozens of published modern and historical artistic initiatives in addition to research on poetics, writing, and storytelling. I self-selected three books for their environmental and emotional relevance. Together, Rupi Kaur, Innosanto Nagara,
and Christopher Poindexter demonstrated a power in language that articulates
personal and emotional h uman-nature experiences.

METHODS
I drew inspiration from three main poets:
Rupi Kaur, Innosanto Nagara, and Christopher Poindexter. I looked for ways that
they employed literary form and structure, illustration, design, storytelling, and
chapter sectioning to inform my own
book.

FINDINGS

In Rupi’s book, the sun and her flowers, she breaks
each chapter up to tell a story of Wilting, Falling, Rooting, Rising, and Blooming. I reflected this simplicity and
storytelling in my chapter titling (see left). To me, they
all mean the same thing, but the phrasing of each
chapter allowed me to tell my story of this ongoing
personal transition from ego, to universal. From my
own environmental anxiety, to a recognition of (and
comfort with) my role in this a collective whole.
Innosanto wrote a (technically) children’s book called
“A is for Activist” where he goes through the alphabet
rhyming his way through social, political, and environmental matters. Nearly all of the poems in my book
rhyme, so it was important that I analyzed an example
of where that is done alongside environmental action.
The words that rhyme speak to one another.
I dissected Christopher's work to learn about the fusion
of storytelling and poetry, particularly how a stand
alone poem can tell a full story. Storytelling in poetry
surreptitiously invites the reader to explore their own
feelings– those past, present, and future– on overwhelming issues like environmental and social injustice.
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